Furniture Manufacturer secures its ICS network, keeping employees safe and operations running with Check Point rugged appliances and cyber security management.

"Check Point 1200R appliances fit our environment perfectly. The DIN rail mounts made them simple and cost effective to deploy. We simply clamped them to equipment DIN rails and they are automatically powered through OT systems. It eliminated the need to build extra space or run expensive electrical cabling."

- IT Engineer
Leading Furniture Manufacturer

Challenge
- Secure 50 industrial manufacturing work centers against cyber threats
- Protect thousands of industrial manufacturing and control systems in harsh environment
- Manage a widespread, comprehensive security infrastructure

Solution
- Check Point 1200R Rugged Appliances
- Check Point R80 Cyber Security Management

Results
- Prevented security incidents and protected employees from security-related accidents
- Saved hours of management time with consolidated security management in a single pane of glass
- Avoided costs associated with adding security staff, electrical infrastructure, and space